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 Doctor of Music (D.Mus.); Music — Performance Studies 

This program is for the inspired artist/scholar interested in expanding horizons. Students perform at a 

professional or near-professional level, are curious, and have research interests linked to their artistic practice.  A 

broad range of seminars explore performance practice in the broader humanistic and scientific contexts of music, 

while encouraging the critical thinking and the fertile exchange of ideas that promote new ways of engaging with 

music.  Two performance (recital/recording) projects extend repertoire interests.  Comprehensive examinations 

develop credentials in three areas of expertise in preparation for teaching careers, while articulating the 

background and critical issues surrounding students’ thesis work.   The latter consists of a lecture/recital and a 

paper (including a recording of the recital).    This artistic research may assume a variety of forms from the study 

of scores, works, and contextual influences through the analysis of performance itself and the creation of new 

works. Students benefit from exceptional mentoring by internationally renowned coaches, the research 

expertise of faculty from the Department of Music Research, master classes, opportunities to collaborate with 

strong composition students, and the rich performance life of the Schulich School of Music and Montreal. 

Students win major fellowships (SSHRC, Fulbright, FRQSC, Canada Council). Graduates have won major national 

and international competitions and pursue teaching and performing careers in a wide variety of contexts globally. 

 

 Doctor of Music (D.Mus.); Music — Composition 

Students in this program create extended original works of art that push the boundaries of the discipline. 

Composers refine their musical language and artistic voice through private instruction with some of Canada’s 

most accomplished composers, all of whom have distinguished themselves through high-profile commissions, 

performances, recordings, and awards. The faculty members have diverse interests that ensure composers 

will find a suitable mentor. The resources of the Digital Composition Studios also offer composers an 

opportunity to work with a wide range of cutting-edge approaches to music technology. Students also benefit 

from international new music festivals and conferences co-sponsored by the Schulich School of Music, a 

visiting artist series, and high-quality performances, readings, and recordings of their works by some of the 

school’s most esteemed ensembles and advanced performers. Commissioning opportunities exist through an 

established composer-in-residence program and through student-initiated, performer-composer and 

interdisciplinary collaborations. Graduates have won prestigious awards (e.g., Jules Leger Prize, SOCAN 

competition) and have successful careers in university teaching, (freelance) composition, film, literature, and 

conducting. 
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